
CONTRACT FOR REPRESENTATION / ADVICE / ASSISTANCE BETWEEN FOOTBALL PLAYER AND AGENT 

With this contract valid to all legal effects, signed in accordance with Fifa and Uefa regulaments, and in 

compliance with all European laws about the providers of professional free services ,the following parties : 

The professional football player ____________________________________________________________, 

Born in _______________________(the City and the Nation),  On__________________________________ 

(date of birth), Resident in ____________________________________________ (the City and the Nation), 

in the street ___________________________________________________________ (completed address), 

Passport / Identity Card No .________________________________________________________________ 

Football Federal Status  _____________________________________________ (professional or not 

professional / free or affiliated to a Club) 

and 

The qualified professional players Agent Mr. __________________________ (officially licensed since 2005), 

actually Figc registered no.______, Born in _______________________________ (the City and the Nation), 

On_____________ (date of birth),  Resident in ____________________________  (the City and the Nation), 

Working office domiciled at_______________________________________________ (completed address), 

Fiscal Code / P.IVA No. ____________________________________________________________________, 

THEY ESTABILISH AND AGREE THAT: 

1. Scope 

The player gives an official mandate to the Agent, so that he can  provide to him professional advice and 

consultancy, for an affiliation / transfer in favor of a professional football club, and / or a negotiation for 

the conclusion of a contract of employment, he assisting  him about the conclusion, the duration, the 

remunaration and all other agreements possible in a contract of employment, or also about the 

negotiations for extensions /resolutions of it. 

2. Duration. 

The mandate is valid until __________________________ (maximum 2 years) 

The player may revoke the mandate of agent, by sending to him an official formal notice, whit a “registered 

letter” or with other equivalent mode, which proving the notification to the named agent. 

 If the player will revoke the mandate before it will be expired, he will have to pay Euro_________________ 

(_______________________) as a penalty. 

The agent will have to pay nothing, if he will decide to break the contract, so as if this decision will be 

consensual between both. 

 

 



3. Remuneration. 

The player will pay (net of taxes) the agent for the professional activity , as follows : 

a) a lump remuneration - Euro___________________ (______________________) to be paid by the 

following methods and times: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

b) a percentage remuneration  ______% ,  deducted from the total gross income, resulting in the player 

contract of employment. It to be paid  through the following methods and times: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Additional Terms. 

a) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Through an official written declaration, the player will may delegate the Club to pay to the agent, the 

remuneration agreed in this contract. 

c) _____________________________________________________________________________________   

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

d)______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. exclusivity clause 

The player gives this mandate exclusively to the agent named in this contract. 

6. Disputes.  

Any disputes between the player and the agent named in this mandate, will be conventionally referred to 

the National Court of _______________________________________ (City and Nation). 

7. Consent to “double mandate”. 

The player authorizes preliminary the agent, to reiceve a mandate also by the Club / Clubs, to negotiate his 

affiliation / transfer, or the renewal / resolution of his contract. 

 

 



7. Privacy 

The parties assume the obligation to maintain confidentiality about the informations contained in this 

mandate, in compliance with the European and Italian laws on the privacy. 

8. Final provisions 

The Parties know that the football agent has signed  the official “intermediation declaration” (for Natural 

Person and / or Legal Person) and he has registered it at FIGC AGENT COMMISSION.  

To register this contract, the agent will be required to send a new “intermediation declaration” to Figc , just 

if the terms of previous registered intermediation declaration will be changed. 

The player declares that he has no contract / official agreement with other agent / broker / 

intermediary not named in this contact. 

The player declares to have read and fully understood all the contents of this contract, that it was 

written in one of the official Fifa languages. 

The federal registration tax of this contract, will be paid by the agent. 

For every agreements not specifically stipulated in this contract, the parties will respect the European 

community laws on providers of professional free services and compatibly also the Fifa, Uefa and Figc 

regulaments. 

 

Read, confirmed and signed in  ____________________ (City and Nation),  The Day ________________ 

 

    The Football Player                                                                               The Professional Agent 

 

______________________                                                             ______________________________  


